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Make

this for the children

when playing 'schools'
The easel is made up from lengths of
standard stripwood l|ins. by |in., to
the measurements shown in Fig. 1.
Note that the overall height is 36ins.
and the blackboard 18ins. square.
There will be no need to plane the
stripwood which is all ready to use.
Two lengths should be rounded at the
top as shown in Fig. 1. The rounded
portion can be cut with a fretsaw and
afterwards cleaned up with glasspaper.

See that the upright rails and the crossrails make the even and correct angles
each side before pencilling on the line of
the inner edges of the upright rails and
the cross-rails. The pencilled lines will
denote where the saw-cut comes when
cutting down the halving for the lap
joints shown in Fig. 2. Note that these
joints are lettered in conjunction with
Fig. I.
When the cutting with a tenon saw

BLACKBOARD
AND
MOST children love playing at
'schools', especially when they
have a splendid blackboard
and easel to use. Why not encourage
them in their education by making one
yourself?
The illustration here shows a board
and easel which has been designed
specially for the amateur to make easily.
Joints are simple yet strong and there
should be no difficulty in making it up in
two evenings.

Cut a piece 17ins. long for the bottom
rail and a piece 12ins. long for the top
rail. Having cut these two pieces with
square ends do not yet attempt to cut
them to the finished slope, as this can
best be done after ail the parts are glued
and fixed together.
Now measure Sins, up from the
lower ends of the long rails and about
3ins. down from the top ends. Splay
them out so that the cross-rails fit
exactly in the positions shown.

EASEL

e Fig. details
on page 418
and paring away with a chisel have
been done the joints should be cleaned
up with glasspaper. Put them together
temporarily to see that a sound fit has
been made. When all the joints fit flush
they can be glued together and screwed,
countersunk brass screws being used.

All correspondence should be addressed to The Editor, Hobbies Weekly, Dereham, Norfolk
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Bore the holes for the pegs in approximately the positions shown in Fig. 1.
The construction of the back support
of the easel is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The leg is joined to a cross-piece by a lap
joint as shown and two triangular
blocks are glued and nailed in position.
The whole strut is then hinged to the top
cross-piece of the frame already made
up.
The construction of the board is
shown in Fig. 5. Six standard LD6
panels are needed. They are 18ins. by
3ins. by jSin. and are joined together at
the back by a similar panel cut in half to
form two pieces I Sins, by I tins, by |in.
If plywood is used, extra strength
will be required at the back. The
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battens should be of |in. thick wood and
arranged as in Fig. 6. This will give a
strong board which should not readily
warp.
The pegs are made from pieces of
waste wood to the shape shown in
Fig. 7. They should fit nicely into the
holes already bored in the easel.
A good finish may be obtained by

Fig. 6
giving the easel two coats of brush
polish, lightly rubbed down, with a
finishing coat of clear varnish.
The blackboard face must be coated
with a special paint which provides a
jet black surface free from any gloss.
This can be obtained from Flobbies Ltd.,
Dereham, Norfolk, price 1/- per bottle,
packing and carriage 6d. extra. (M.h.)

• Continued from page 423
Books to
Read
The British Journal
Photographic Almanac 1955
ALL the facts and figures needed by
photographers in all spheres of
work are included in this 640-page
annual. There are authoritative articles
contributed by experts, and the equipment section will whet the appetite of
all interested in the art. There are some
excellent photogravure prints, while
the colour plates indicate the great
strides in this development.
Published by Henry Greenwood & Co.
Ltd., 24 Wellington Street, Strand,
London—Price 5/-.
Spratt's Guide to
Bird Management
IN this concise little book the care of
birds, including their housing and
feeding, with chapters on exhibiting,
breeding and care in sickness, are
authoritatively dealt with.
Published by Spratt's Patent Ltd.,
41-47 Bow Road, London, E.3—
Price 1/6.

Building an Aviary
about every 2ft. (D). Let the top rest on
the sides (E). Fix the wire netting to the
insides of the frames with small staples.
Enclose the door in one section (F).
Give it a diagonal brace to prevent
sagging. Paint all the woodwork.
Painting the wire netting black makes it
easier to see the birds.
If the shelter is to be a full-depth shed,
make it in sections and cover them with
matched boarding, weather boarding or
asbestos. One side bolts to the flight
frames. In this there should be an
entrance opening at a convenient
height, not on the ground. This should
be of ample size, with a means of
closing (G). Build in one or more
windows, depending on the size of the
shelter. If opening windows are used,
there must be netting on the inside of
the frames. Similarly, the entrance door
should cover a safety door, which can be
light framing covered with netting (H).
If a smaller shelter is used it may be
built into part of the flight, preferably
raised off the ground. Construction
should be generally similar to the shed.
In a very small one, it might be most
convenient to have an opening roof for
inspection and cleaning, lined with a
418

safety door. Include a window of some
sort in even the smallest shelter.
The usual oval perches may be fitted
in the shelter and the flight, but branches
and boughs will give a more natural
appearance. There is scope for artistic
treatment in the arranging of rockeries
and the growing of plants, although you
must be prepared to replace'many plants
frequently, as the birds attack them or
foul them.
The outside of the shelter should be
painted to match the flight, but inside it
is best painted white or lime-washed.

GRAND FREE DESIGN
The Oct. 19th issue of 'Hobbies
Weekly' will contain a free design
for a modern garage and filling
station. Make sure of your copy
and tell your friends about this
grand offer

Space limited ? — Make this

*

STOKE

CUPBOARD

thickness of the wood used for the sides.
They are 18ins. long and their length
must be shorter than the overall length
so that they will fit between the sides
when the door is closed. Cover them
with plywood or hardboard, as before,
that for the top being pinned on the
outside, while that for the bottom is on
the inside.
To fix the frames together, screw a

/
Side Frames
„ „
,, ,,
Door Frame
„ „

CUTTING LIST
(4) 5ft. 6ins. by 3ins. by fin.
(6) 1ft. bins, by 3ins. by jin.
(2) 1ft. bins, by 4ins. by jin.
(2) 5ft. 4ins. by 3ins. by Jin.
(4) 2ft. Oins. by 3ins. by Jin.

PLYWOOD PANELS
2—5ft. bins, by 1ft. bins.; 2—5ft. 4ins. by 2ft.;
2—1ft. lOins. by 1ft. bins, (approx.); Shelves,
etc., 4—1ft. lOins. by 1ft. Sins, (approx.).
Remainder from spare wood.

EVEN when a good pantry is
available, a store cupboard is
generally welcome in the house.
The cupboard described here has
extra depth and is capable of containing
much that might overcrowd the pantry.
Simple in construction and economical
in timber, it can readily be constructed
by any handy woodworker.
The sides and door are framed with
Jin. by 3in. wood, with the sole exception
of the bottom rails of the sides, which
are 4ins. wide instead of 3ins. A side
elevation (Fig. 1) and front elevation
(Fig. 2) supply suggested dimensions.
A simple halved joint is used to fit these
frames together, but to prevent crossgrain cut at the ends of the rails being
visible the halved joints at the front
edges of sides and door are stopped short
by Jin. as in detail (A). The door frame
(half of which is shown in Fig. 2)
is similarly framed but note that it is
2ins. shorter in height.
These frames, glued and nailed
together, are then covered on their
inside faces with plywood or hardboard,
glued and pinned in place. Panel pins
are the best for this part of the work,
as they are easily punched down level
afterwards. The top and bottom of the
cupboard are similarly framed but in
these cases no cross-rails are necessary.
The size of these frames is dictated by the

lin. square batten across the sides and
back at the top and bottom, as shown at
Fig. 3, and screw the top and bottom
of the cupboard to them. Note that the
bottom is raised 2ins. above the floor
level, so fix the battens for these accordingly. To complete the skeleton, nail a
2in. wide wood bar, lin. or IJin. thick,
(according to the thickness of the door)
at the front, as at (B), in Fig. 4. The
door will be flush with this when shut
and a similar strip at back, notched at

Says if . J. Ellson
each end to fit over the battens. A
similar wood bar is nailed across the
top frame to cover the top edge of the
door, as at (C). Similar strips are nailed
each side of this, but these should be
flush with the outer face of the cupboard
sides. To all these strips, nail a moulding
or bevelled strip, mitring the corners
to form a cornice. To the bottom strip
(B) and cupboard sides, nail Jin. by 2in.
strips of wood, as a plinth. The upper
outer edges of these should be bevelled
for a better appearance.
Across the sides, inside the cupboard,
nail lin. square battens on which the
shelves will rest. The number of these
and their distances apart can be decided
to suit personal requirements, but if a
suggestion would be welcome, a distance
apart of 12 ins. starting from the top is
generally most useful. Now hang
the door with a pair of lin. by 3in.
strong iron butt hinges. Cut a recess
for the leaves both in the front edge
of the cupboard and inside face of the
door. If the cupboard fits flush against
a wall it may be found that a back is
unnecessary but in most cases it will be
found useful to nail a plywood back on to
the framework of the sides.
As a substitute for the conventional
shelves, a top and bottom shelf of the
shape at (D) (Fig. 4) is suggested. This is
an improvement in both positions, as it
allows articles on the shelf above or below
• Continued on page 428
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Home Radio Construction
ATTACHE-CASE

PORTABLE

By F. G. Bayer
READERS appear to be interested
in constructing a small portable,
and that described here should
suit them. In practice, the 4-valve
superhet type of portable is most
efficient, but the construction is rather
complicated, and the cost of components relatively great. Instead, a 3valve'straight'circuit has been adopted.
Because of the presence of reaction,
sensitivity is almost as great as with the
superhet, and construction is very much
simplified. The circuit is, in fact, the
simplest which can be relied on to
provide satisfactory speaker results.
Three Valves
The valves required are the IS5, 1T4
and 1S4. These may be obtained readily.
Equivalents by other makers are also
easily obtainable, but care should be
taken to ensure they actually are
equivalents, or no results may be
obtained. For low tension, a 1 -4 V
supply is required. This is provided by
any so-called 1^ V dry battery, such as
used in torches, etc., or especially made
for all-dry portables. With flash-lamp
batteries having several cells, the cells
must be rewired in parallel. When this is
done, 3 V or 4-5 V batteries will be
suitable, as they will only deliver 1 -4 V.
For high tension, a 60 V or 67^ V
battery is suitable, or an eliminator,
when the set is used indoors.
The other parts required by the
circuit. Fig. 1, are as follows:—three
B7G valveholders, ■0003^F and OOOS/xF
solid-dielectric variable condensers,
■0003/xF, OOS/xF, l^F and -S/xF 350 V
paper condensers, OlyxF mica con-

&

denser, 25 to 50fxF bias condenser,
Fl.F. choke, on/off switch, 30,000 ohm,
100,000 ohm, 600 ohm, | megohm, and
two 2-megohm resistors, small loudspeaker with transformer for batterytype pentode, intervalve coupling transformer, ratio about 1:3 to 1:5.
Care should be taken not to confuse
the resistors, as if wrong values are
wired in, the set may not function.
Resistance values should be within 20%
of those shown in Fig. 1.
A diagram showing the general
layout of the set appears in Fig. 2. Both
frame aerial and speaker (with transformer) are in the lid. This gives best
signal pick-up, as the aerial winding is
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Fig. 1 —Showing the circuit
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well clear of batteries and other parts.
It also enables the speaker to come in
the best position for reproduction.
The bottom section of the case has the
set in the front, and batteries behind a
partition towards the back. This allows
the whole set to be built upon a single
metal strip or chassis. When the set is
carried the valves are upright, and thus
unlikely to fall out of their holders. In
addition, the two variable condensers
are operated through insulated extension spindles. This eliminates the great
disadvantage so often found in this type
of circuit—hand capacity, where tuning
is influenced by the position of the
user's fingers on the control knobs.
When set and batteries are in place, a
piece of 3-pIy covers the whole, being
screwed to the corner blocks of the
cabinet. The on/off" switch is mounted
on this piece, and wired directly in the
L.T. positive lead.
Lid Section
The lid is shown in Fig. 3. The loudspeaker panel is of 3-ply, and fits inside
the edges of the lid. A 3-ply frame, upon
which the aerial is wound, is secured
with thin panel pins to the panel. When
the speaker is fitted and the aerial
wound, the whole is pushed into the lid
and the panel held to the corner blocks
by four small screws.
Three leads come through the lefthand lower corner of the panel, for
frame aerial connections. Two other
leads pass through the right-hand
corner, for speaker connections.

The lid is hinged to the bottom, and
when opened is held upright by a thin
cord tied between small screws. A spring
catch holds it closed when necessary.
Fig. 4 shows a top view of the panel
and frame removed from the lid. The
frame aerial consists of one continuous
winding, with about Aiin. between
adjacent turns. (A) is the beginning of
the winding, (B) the tapping, and (C)
the end. These points should be fixed by
passing them through small holes
drilled in the wood. Three thin flexible
wires are then soldered on, to connect
to the set.
Wiring the Chassis
Fig. 5 shows the wiring, and this
should be done before the chassis is
inserted. Aluminium is best, though
3-ply can be used if no metal is available. If the metal is thin, a flange should
be bent along one edge to strengthen it.
The valveholders are shown slightly
large, in Fig. 5, to make pin wiring
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Fig. 5—Wiring plans of receiver

Make sure that the fixed plates tags
of the variable condensers do not touch
the metal chassis. A bare wire is taken
from the moving plates tag to the
condenser fixing bush, so that the
chassis is securely connected to the L.T.
negative circuit.
If the 25/xF condenser has a metal
case, it should be wrapped in stout
paper, or otherwise kept from contact
with the chassis. No other parts should
be allowed to touch each other, or other
leads. If fairly stout wire (about
20 S.W.G.) is used for connecting up,
with insulating sleeving on each lead, no
danger of shorts will arise.
Ll Dn

XHT

which, with the W/B transformer, gives
excellent results. With other speakers,
the lid may need to be a little deeper.
For this size (internal dimensions) the
speaker panel will be Tins, by Sjjins., and
the chassis S^ins. by 2ins.
If small size is desired, the more
skilled constructor can easily reduce
cabinet dimensions to the minimum
necessary to contain batteries and parts.
But the beginner, in particular, may
best avoid this, as wiring becomes very
cramped.
If a larger speaker is to hand, and
large batteries are to be used for longer

LOUDSPEAKER PANEL=N
CUT-OUT

Fig. 2—Layout
easier to follow. If the valves or holders
are examined it will be seen that two
pins are widely spaced. These are the
filament pins, and go to the L.T.
negative and L.T. positive circuits. If
these pins are positioned as in Fig. 5, all
other connections will then come as
illustrated.
Unused valveholder tags must not
touch other tags, the metal chassis, or
any bare joints or wires. It is essential
for all wiring to be correct, and it
should be checked very carefully before
connecting the batteries.
The coupling transformer is mounted
between the valves. Leads pass to it
through the chassis. (X) in Fig. 5 goes to
the primary; the second primary tag
goes to H.T. positive. (Y) goes to the
secondary; the second secondary tag
goes to H.T. negative at the negative end
of the 25/i,F condenser. Twin flex can be
used for the speaker connections (S).
The three frame leads (A), (B) and (C)
should be separate, however.

Ooo3

FRAME FOR AERIAL
iFig. 3—Construction of cabinet lid, etc.
The completed receiver may be
tested out of the cabinet. The valves
should not be inserted or withdrawn
without first disconnecting the H.T.
battery, and great care is necessary to
see that the H.T. battery is never
connected to the L.T. leads.
Dimensions
It may have been noticed that these
have not so far been given. This is
because it will be found that the set can
be constructed in a range of sizes,
possibly to suit an existing case. If no
case is to hand, one 8^ins, by Tins., with
lid IJins. deep, and bottom 2iins. deep,
will serve well. This will accommodate
a W/B 'Stentorian' 3Jin. loudspeaker,
421

LOUDSPEAKER PANEL
Fig. 4—The frame aerial winding
life, a cabinet about lOins. by 9ins. by
Sins, deep can be used.
For the Tins, by S^ins. size, the
frame aerial will require about 21 turns
between (A) and (B), with 6 turns
between (B) and (C). For the lOins. by
9ins. size, 18 turns and 5 turns will
suffice. Any wire of 24 to 28 S.W.G. is
suitable. The wavelengths to which the
set tunes can be increased by using more
turns between (A) and (B), and vice
versa. Reaction may be strengthened by
using more turns between (B) and (C),
or reduced in violence by removing
turns. The exact number of turns best
used here depends on the H.T. voltage
to be used. The set should oscillate
smoothly over the whole tuning range.
The number of turns suggested will
usually be satisfactory.
With wiring completed, and speaker
and aerial connected as indicated, the
local station should readily be tuned in,
with the set switched on. Closing the
reaction condenser ( OOOTfiF) should
increase volume until oscillation com• Continued on page 422

Part 3 of
Modelling

a

Head

in

Clay

By Thomas McCreanor
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THE model has been developed
roughly to the bulk and form of a
human head. You must now try to
give it something of the personality of
your subject. Your success will depend
to a large extent on the accuracy of
your observation, and how you manage
to express what you have seen.
Before proceeding, therefore, scrutinise carefully the details of the subject's
face. Try to discover what is his most
striking feature first of all. For instance,
he may have a long nose or big ears. Or,
perhaps, he has a big chin. It might seem
frivolous if not downright rude to

Start now on the lower jaw including the
chin and continue up with cheeks and
upper lip. It is essential to keep viewing
the head from various angles. You may
find that one view looks satisfactory only
to discover that from another angle
everything has gone lopsided. Here is
where your mirror will help. Set it in
such a position that it reflects the
overhead light on to the shadow side of
the model. While working on the
lighted side you will be able by glancing
in the mirror to see what is happening on
the dark side. Build both cheeks
together to ensure that they are equal in
size. Build gradually with small pellets
and there is less chance of things going
wrong. Bring forward the forehead
until it projects almost as far as the
chin, leaving sockets for the eyes. Add
the nose, a tapering wedge shape,
making sure that it is centrally placed.
Then the upper lip which, you will
notice, overhangs the lower. If you wish
you may roll balls of clay to fit into the
eye-sockets. Overlay these with thin
ribbons of clay for the eyelids. Indent

$ V"

suggest this scrutiny. Nothing of the
sort. These details are the only visual
aids for expressing a person's character
in clay. It is the structural detail that
concerns you, not the superficial. Grey
hair or rosy cheeks are alike inexpressible. So you must concentrate
rather on the roundness or angularity of
the cheeks, and the quantity of
hair. Compare the size of one detail
with that of another—nose with ear,
ear with mouth, upper lip with lower
jaw. Note especially the slant of the jaw,
for this is a good indicator of age.
' Having made a thorough study of
your subject, return once more to the
model to make use of your discoveries.
The neck has been fully developed.

m

the head at either side at centre, building
the ear around the indentation. Do not
attempt anything elaborate here, as it is
not in the nature of clay to sustain a
complex shape like the human ear. With
the hair you may allow yourself as much
freedom as you think fits in with the
overall effect. Ribbons and whorls of
clay may be used with good result.
To finish, press in with the finger-tips
any pieces of clay that seem in danger of
falling off. You could continue this
treatment over the entire surface of the
face if you would like it smoother. I
would advise you to experiment with a
view to obtaining different textures as
these help to liven the appearance. For
instance, you could pat the clay with the
flat of the knife or dimple it with the
point.
When you have finished your model
all you need to do is put it in a dry place
where it will not be disturbed for a few
days and it will set hard.

)Continued from pnge 421
Attache-Case Portable Radio
mences. It may be necessary to turn the purchased cheaply, as can many other
whole set round, for maximum volume, parts. If, however, all components are
as the aerial is directive.
to be obtained new, a large component
Small scales or dials may be fitted to supplier, such as Coventry Radio,
the control knobs. Tuning and reaction 189 Dunstable Road, Luton, Beds., can
will be quite critical. As a worth-while supply everything required. Fig. 5
refinement, small epicycle reduction shows the positions in which the valves
drives can be fitted in the extension must be inserted. Small screws hold the
spindles, to simplify tuning. The set completed assembly inside the cabinet.
covers the medium-wave band of about Detailed instructions for building the
200 to 550 metres.
latter have not been given, as no
Unused ex-service valves may be difficulty should arise here.
422

A straightforward job
BUILDING
ANYONE who keeps pet birds
soon yearns for something more
Lambitious than a cage in which to
house them. An aviary gives the birds
room to fly around, there can be more
of them, and the conditions can be made
far more natural with branches and
plants. The construction of an aviary is
a straightforward job which tan be
tackled successfully by the average
handyman.
Size will depend on the available
space and the number of birds it is

AN

AVIARY

★★★★★★★★A
A
L 1
Hobbies
Weekly
'Special'
★★★★★★★★★
By P. W. Blandford

®

can be a kind of cupboard. In both
cases it must be free from draughts,
there must be a means of closing the
entrance door, and light should be
admitted by windows.
In planning an aviary we must

height of about 7ft. If the width of a
section exceeds 5ft., there should be a
central upright for stiffness and to

nJU
□

intended to house. The main part is in
the form of a cage, with close-meshed
wire netting on all sides and the top.
There should be a door to allow you to
enter. Although you need not be able to
stand up in the doorway, the inside
should have enough headroom to let
you work in comfort. At one end must
be a shelter in the form of a shed. It may
reach the ground and be big enough for
you to enter or, for a smaller flock, it

3

consider the action of vermin. Small
mice may get through iin. mesh netting
—iin. is better. They will burrow under
supports merely resting on the ground.
If the shelter has a wood floor they may
get through it. A brick foundation laid
around the sides will support the cage
and help to exclude vermin. As a
further protection the wire netting may
be carried below fhe framing and
"buried in the ground. If the shelter
stands on the ground it is better with a
concrete floor.
The framing of the fliglT may be
l|ins. square timber, preferably planed.
It is best to build in sections and bolt
them together. Sizes will depend on the
job. Normally they will be the full
423

G. Entrance opening
prevent the netting being pushed out of
shape.
The corner joints may be halving (A)
or bridle (B). A triangular piece of
galvanised steel sheeting can be nailed on
to give additional support (C). Coach
bolts, about iin., should be spaced
• Continued on page 418

UP AND DOWN—A
Novelty
THIS accurate and amusing weather
indicator is easily made and at
little cost. Weather changes are
forecast by the boys on the plank. One
rises to indicate rain; the other, fine
weather.
The base is made from a piece of
wood, 7ins. by lin. To this glue and
nail the sides, Hins. by lin. Use fgin. or
iin. wood. Drill two holes in each of the
sides, iin. apart and lin. from the base.
The plank is a piece of thin card,
4iins. by -ftin. A strand of silk is
required, from which the silk is suspended (see diagrams). Loop the silk
through the two holes in one of the
sides. Now twist it by passing one
length over the other, say, about
two dozen times. Place the plank
between the strands, and continue
twisting as before. Pass the ends of the
silk through the holes in the other side,
and hold fairly taut by means of a
weight.
Atmospheric Action
The lin. high figures are cut from
thin card, painted, and glued at the
ends of the plank. It is advisable to
paint the whole model before assembly.
The indicator depends for its action
on the fact that as the air becomes damp
the cord slackens and causes one of the
figures to rise. When the air gets drier,
the cord tightens and reverses the
action. The correct tension and the
amount of twisting of the cord can be
achieved by a little experimenting.

STRAND OF SILK

Weather

Indicator

By Harold Ridgivay
To set the indicator for working
begin with the figures equally balanced.
Dampen the cord, and one of the figures
will rise. This is the wet-weather boy.
Accordingly, write the letter 'W' near
him on the plank. Next hold the model
near to (but not too near) a fire. The
cord will tighten and in so doing
reverse the action of the see-saw. The
letter 'F' should be written near to the
fine-weather boy.
You may find the need for a slightly

extra weight in favour of the cord when
it is slackening. This will be because the
twist is not so strong as when it is
tightening. So experiment with a small
piece of thin card near to the fineweather figure. This can be gummed in
place when the testing is completed. It
only remains then for the holes through
the sides in which the ends of the silk
pass to be plugged with small wooden
wedges. These will hold the cord at the
correct tension.

I" FROM BASE

/

PLANK (THIN CARD) 4i/2"X3/I6"
FIGURES
CUT 2
FROM
THIN CARD
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Frctcutting in plastic—some intricate
and delightful cutting by Mr. Sherrard
Hamilton, of Downend, Bristol.

Easy to make

A

BEDSIDE

THE main feature of this table,
apart from its modern appearance,
is the simplicity of construction. It
consists of six pieces only—two trays
and four legs. There are no difficult
joints to make, as will be seen from the
illustrations.

TABLE

rSI

Two Trays
The trays consist of two pieces of jin.
plywood, 24ins. by 18ins. The corners
can be rounded off as shown in the
diagrams. The legs are cut from Ijins. by
lin. material, and are slotted to take the
trays as shown in the diagrams. They
are fixed by means of countersunk
screws and the heads afterwards filled
with plastic wood.
The legs measure 24ins. long and the
iin. slots are cut in the positions shown
in Fig. 1. The diagram in Fig. 2 shows a
view of the end and gives the necessary
measurements. Note that the legs are
broken away to reduce the overall size
of the drawing.
Square Across
The joints in the legs should be
marked out by placing them side by
side and squaring them across. This will
ensure them being accurate. Make cuts
with a tenon saw and trim out the
waste wood with a chisel. Bore holes to
take the screws for fixing.
All that remains is to fill the grain and

Six pieces of wood — four legs and two trays —
are the only materials needed to make this neat
piece of bedroom furniture.
apply a light rubbing of stain. The table
can then be polished or varnished. An
alternative, and also attractive, finish is
obtained by using plastic enamel paint

24" -

or Chinese lacquer. If two or three coats
are applied, and each coat rubbed down
before applying the next, the resulting
finish will be excellent.
(M.h.)

-W 2"
«-)

M"

I'ft]

24"
M"

jUU

i

i

Fig. 1—Slots for the trays

Fig. 2—End view
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Painting Over Flaky Plaster
/HAVE a wall I wish to prepare for
painting. This wall has been distempered previously, which has made the
plaster very dusty and soft. Could you
tell me the best preparation to use so I can
paint afterwards ? (Q. iV.—Liverpool.)
IF the plaster is not too powdery, the
following should be satisfactory.
Mix 1 lb. Casco glue in li pints water,
then mix the dissolved glue in 1 gallon
of water. Apply to the wall and when
dry, paint over it. Be sure to remove old
distemper beforehand.
Mounting a Water-Colour
/SHALL be glad to know the correct
way to mount a water-colour, which is
executed on ordinary drawing paper.
(A .R.C.—Dunfermline.)
LAY the painting face upwards on a
pad of clean moist blotting paper
and leave it until the painting is just
limp. To mount it, obtain a sheet of
stout board of any desired colour, then

coat the back of the painting with a good
photo mountant and press the painting
on to it and leave it to dry under a press
so that the painting dries flat. Any thick
strawboard will answer for the backing
which should, of course, be fixed with
fine nails driven sideways into the frame.
Then cover the joints with strips of
brown paper to exclude the dust.

☆☆☆ WORTH NOTING ☆☆☆
☆
it
Cleaning Old Coins
fx
- IVl-cleaned
AT OST oldby coins
can and
be ^
?
washing
m
? scrubbing with a detergent, then ■
washing in clean warm water, w
? Follow by rubbing with metal >7
;/ polish. If this is not adequate, W
Y then use a very weak solution of "w
W hydrochloric acid, and wash off W
'f thoroughly with clean, hot water. w
☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆

The lettering could be picked out with
dull black or very dark grey paint.
Cleaning a Gravestone
CAN you suggest an efficient way to
clean a gravestone which is
weathered? (D.L.—Surbiton.)
THE normal method of cleaning a
discoloured and weathered stone is
to have it sand-blasted or 'steam
washed', but both processes, of course,
call for professional aid. Some considerable improvement can be obtained
by washing and scrubbing with white
sand and hot water. This can be followed
by painting with any 'cement' paint,
either in a natural grey colour or white.

Mending Gramophone Spring
/HA VE a portable gramophone, the
spring of which is broken. Is there any
way I can repair it? (K.H.—Northwich.)
IF the spring has broken near to the
winding arbor, the broken end should
be softened by making it red hot and
allowing it to cool slowly. It can then be
drilled to fit the stud on the arbor, and
be bent over to clasp it, as the old piece
will show.

EXPERIMENTAL

KITS

Bi

J ■■ A
A,

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAV
Here is home study of the most effective kind under expert
tutors. There is no better way of studying for an examination
for a career in industry or starting a new hobby. Our
Practical courses comprise the most modern methods of
postal tuition, combined with a practical kit of parts (which
is supplied upon enrolment and remains your property).

>2

COURSES FROM 15/- A MONTH
COURSES WITH KITS INCLUDE ; Radio, Television, Mechanics, Electricity,
Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry; also Draughtsmanship,
•
Commercial Art, Amateur S.W. Radio, Languages, etc.
J
j
|
The only Postal College which is part of j
a world-wide Industrial Organisation, i
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POST THIS COUPON TODAY
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 3IX, Grove Park Road,
London, W.4. Please send me your free book.
Subject(s) of Interest
NAME
ADDRESS
...IC.5I
5/I0/55

1. FOR CHISELS AND PLANE IRONS
Flat stones suitable for sharpening any flatbladed tool, and for outside-bevelled gouges. In
coarse or fine grits of silicon carbide or aloxitb
(aluminium oxide). Combination (coarse and
fine) stones also available.

2. FOR GOUGES WITH INSIDE BEVEL
Slipstones of various sizes, in silicon carbide or
Aloxite (aluminium oxide), for all tools that
need sharpening on an inside curve.

Sharpening

by

Stones

CARBORUNDUM

3. FOR SHARPENING GIMLETS
Bore a hole with gimlet in hard wood. Fill hole
with silicon carbide grain by carborundum (120
to 180 grit). Work gimlet in hole with a little oil.
Then repeat in a second hole, without oil.

5. FOR SMALL OR INACCESSIBLE
SHARPENING JOBS
CARBORUNDUM make a complete range of
small sticks of different section and different
grit sizes, for every small sharpening job.

■A'-"

4. FOR SHARPENING AUGER BITS
Small stones like these are ideal for sharpening
auger bits and other small tools. Auger bits
should be sharpened so that the bevel is on the
upper side of the cutting blades.
Write for pamphlet, 'The Art of Sharpening* to Dept. H, The
Carborundum Company Limited. Responsible organisations may borrow an
entertaining 16 mm. sound film, in colour, called 'Here's How*, on the same
subject, from the same address.
THE CARBORUNDUM CO. LTD. TRAFFORD PARK MANCHESTER 17
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SOLD BY T00LSH0PS AND GOOD
HARDWARE STORES EVERYWHERE
THERE'S A PRODUCT BY
CARBORUNDUM
FOR EVERY SHARPENING JOB

mm;
i

For the amateur
PHOTOGRAPHIC AIDS
FOR neat accurate titling, a small
guide is useful. There need be
nothing elaborate about this, and
a few guides of differing sizes may be
made in a few minutes.
Take a piece of thin cardboard
6ins. by Hins., marking out a horizontal
slot in the centre. The width of this slot
depends on the size of lettering required,
but in many cases -Jin. will be quite
sufficient. Starting at one end, mark
lines at right angles, equal distances
apart, and equal to the size of the slot.
Ink in these marks and cut out the slot.
In use, the guide is placed on the
print mount, or on the album page, and
the letters printed through the slot.
Equal height of all letters and a straight
base results. The vertical marks assist in
keeping the letters upright besides
being a guide to sizing and spacing.
The second guide shown, although
based on the same principle, provides
for sloping, spaced printing for those
who prefer this in the form of italics.
Individual slots for letters are
necessary here and the best way of
preparing the guide is to place a 60
Testing

for

THE tedious, but essential, task of
testing for exposure before enlarging is considerably aided by
the simple gadget described.
A piece of thin card 4ins. square is
fashioned to the shape of the diagram,
using black or opaque card to prevent
the penetration of light from the
enlarger.

By S. H. Longbottom

i
I''' '
I I I I M M M I I I I I I

eo

STRAIGHTENING
THOSE PRINTS

Titling Guides

DDOODDOO

degrees set square on a ruler, marking
off at regular intervals. The spacing
between the letters is again a matter for
individual choice, but the occasional
word printed in sloping capitals is
pronounced and attractive.
Exposure
portion into position for the next test.
The same procedure follows until four
different tests have been made.
There are two methods of making
test exposures; the geometric, where
each successive exposure is twice the
preceding one (e.g., 5, 10, 20, 40 seconds)
and the arithmetical, where a fixed
period of exposure is added each time
(e.g., 5, 10, 15, 20 seconds).

NO matter how carefully dried,
prints will curl. Often stroking on
the back with a ruler is helpful,
but the gadget shown is far more
effective, and it will not damage the
prints.
Construction is from two end pieces
4ins. by 4ins. of either Jin. plywood or
hardboard with two Jin. dowel rods
fixed ^in. apart. The length of the
dowel rods is a matter for personal
decision, depending on the sizes of
papers used. If the gadget is to accommodate very large prints, e.g.,
15ins. by 12ins., the rods must be at
least IBins. long to allow the paper to
pass through at an angle.
The dowel rods must be cleaned and
rubbed quite smooth with fine glasspaper to remove all roughness and then
given a good polish with a wax floor
polish, preferably white.
The straightener is used by holding it
between the knees. A corner of the
print is threaded between the rods and
pulled upwards. This process is repeated
with each corner of the print in turn.
If desired an angle bracket may be
attached to each end and the gadget
fixed to a wall, so that it may also be
used for hanging prints or films for
drying; or even used as a towel rail.

• Continued from page 419

EZ

To use the tester a piece of photographic paper about 3ins. square is
placed behind the tester and pierced by
a push-pin through the centre hole. The
wings of the tester are attached to the
enlarger baseboard by push-pins where
required for the test. Following the first
exposure the paper is given a quarterturn to bring the next unexposed

Commodious Store Cupboard
~~T'
it to be reached with less risk of knocking
c
over. At the bottom, the space allows
>'
for the accommodation of any articles
too tall to fit in elsewhere.
The two intermediate shelves are
D
shown made up as trays at (E) (Fig. 4).
This is a convenient arrangement,
making access to articles at the back of
the cupboard much easier. For trays
22=
and shelves, plywood, Jin. thick, is
1
suggested as it can be had in wide
lengths, is strong, and also light. The
sides and backs of trays could be cut
i
from Jin. or Jin. wood, with a lin. wide
B
Fig. 4
strip along the front.
Fit the door with a cupboard fastener; a ventilator. Paint the outside of the
those of the spring ball-bearing pattern cupboard any colour preferred. If you
would do nicely. A good addition is paint the interior, white is the best choice.
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lorONiAverage shop price

assemble this wonderful
wroi craft nmmm
BEAUTIFULLY-FINISHED PARTS
yourself-and save poundstYOU
JUST FIT TOGETHER.
Make your own furniture with WREN CRAFT home assembly outfits. Each
contains precision-cut parts, screws, pins, special glue and easy-to-follow stepby-step instructions. Make lovely, modern furniture all your friends will envy—
See WREN CRAFT
make tables, beds, cabinets, wardrobes, stools, dressing-tables, bookcases, out of
FURNITURE at the
top quality timber. And choose from oak. walnut, mahogany, beech . . . just as
you please. Make them at a fraction of shop prices and on easy terms if you
HANDICRAFTS
wish. Satisfaction guaranteed or full cash refund!
EXHIBITION /
Sept 22-OCT.1 /
ACT NOW! Get this exciting FREE WREN CRAFT book and see all
WUM
EARLSCOURT/
the lovely, luxury furniture you can make. You'll be amazed at the
—this lavishlylow prices! Don't wait—post coupon NOW for free copy.
illustrated book
—
—
— -i
Please send me FREE copy of THE WREN CRAFT BOOK OF FURNITURE I
me
11
NAME
J.
ADDRESS
I
HI WREN CRAFT FURNITURE I KINGSTON ROAD ! NEW MALDEN SURREY
ELECTRIC
PAINT
STRIPPER
m
4/DEPOSIT m
3 monthly
payments of
10 Cash price 30/- NvKj
Old paint peels off like magic with
the
electric paint
stripper.
Easy,Horvell
evenetc.strokes
remove
paint,
varnish,
Four-sided
blade
for
angles and corners. A.C./D.C. mains
-I/-.state
your
actual
voltage.
P.
&
Extra flex I/-a yd. Spare ele-P.
ments^
Leaflet free

ELECTRIC PAINT
SPRAYER

Make Leisure
a Pleasure

4
0
f >-*
jeP
Cash 75/-. Or 4/- deposit and 6
monthly payments of 13/6
Paint easily, evenly, twice as fast with ths
Burgess
Electric
Sprayer.
Sprays
paint,
varnish,
etc.
Complete
with
sturdysprayglass
container,
flex,
nozzlesdiscs
for ceiling
ing and extra
nozzle
for different
liquids. A.C.
mains - state your
voltage.
Fully guaranteed
Leafletactual
free

This U.SO
BLACK &
DECKER KIT

1

* 'uBCTRIC ORIU 12'
for ONLY £1 deposit
CASH PRICE £9.17.6
DEPOSIT
A first-class tool, the Black & Decker
With this Kit you can clean,
U-1
Portable
Electric
Drill
saves
buff,
burnish,
grind
and
drill.
Comon
homesteel,
and brick,
workshop
jobs.
prises Sander Polisher, Rubber pad, hours
wood,
etc. Steel
Lambswool
bonnet,
one Drills
capacity
up
to
l".
Also
drives
sanding
i" chuck, Allen
key,3 sanding
wax anddiscs,
polish.
discs,
polisher
pads.
etc.
Weighs
3|lb.
Cash
or of£1 25/-.
deposit
£5. 19. 6. or 12/-demonthly£9.17.6,
payments
With and
chuck,8 Fully suppressed.
and 6 monthly payments of £1.
becomes all-purpose drill. Can also be posit
receipt of the deposit. A.C./
used as driving unit for lathe and saw Sent onmotor,
voltages 110 to 250.
attachments. Fully suppressed. State D.C.
State your actual voltage.
your actual voltage.
Send for complete list of Tools
BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS
(Dept. 124), 5 Silver Street, Lutoa

Here's just a few of the
wonderful WREN CRAFT
things you can make
Stool ■ Candelabra
Occasional table
Book case ' Cot
Cocktail cabinet
Tea Trolley • Bedstead
Kidney Dressing Table
Wardrobe
. . . and lots more useful,
attractive articles you'll
be proud to own. You
must get a copy of the
FREE WREN CRAFT
book—see left.

Every ship-modelling enthusiast will want to make
Hobbies latest 7 in. miniature
galleon, the "King's Ship"
(illustrated). The kit and
building instructions for this
cost only 7/6. The 12 in.
Bounty (12/-) and 8 in. Bonaventure (6/6) are other popular
choices.
Details of other famous
galleon kits available, ranging
in price from 5/3 to 57/-, are
contained in the free booklet:
"Profitable Leisure." Fill in
coupon below or send postcard. Hobbies 1956 Handbook
is a "must" for all fretworkers,
modellers and handymen. 152
pages showing you how to get
the most from your hobby and
containing a free design for
Hobbies' latest galleon the
"Royal Charles."

To HOBBIES LTD., Dept. 991, Dereham, Norfolk.
Please send free 20^page booklet and items marked thus X,
Ship Kit No.
□ Bonaventure Kit No.
□ King's
3108, 7/6, post free.
3014, 6/6, post free.
Kit No. 2812,
□ Hobbies 1956 Handbook,
□ Bounty
12/-, post free.
2/3, post free.
Name
Address.
P.O. enclosed
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THE SUPER MODERN
ENFIELD
FLIGHT LIEUTENANT
HANDLESS WATCH
EASIFIND
A unit of 14 Transparent
NO DEPOSIT
MODEL MAKING IN CARD
Plastic Trays each 7J' x
2J* x 1" deep, swivelling
No Glass, No Dial, No Hands.
outwards
for
easy
access.
Built for strength, fitted
★
Ideal storage for nuts, bolts
'Aircraft* shock resisting
rrrrf's;
and all small parts. Each
movement. Lever escapement. Anti-magnetic
tray supplied with 1 movable
and recoil click spring prevents overwinding.
partition providing 28 comHandsome chrome case. Expanding bracelet
•artments for only 81'x 6'
12/6 extra if required. Time shown by revolving
ticnch space. Complete
figures. Send 2/6 for pack., reg., etc. 7 Days
Unit 49 6
approval. If satisfactory send 7/6, then pay
Cash with order or C.O.D. (Carriage paid).
8 payments of 10/- within 8 months. Guaranteed.
Callers welcome at each branch.
Cash price 79/6. Non luminous night dial
Write today:—ENFIELD TYRE COMPANY,
6/6 extra.
123-5
Baker
St., Enfield, Middx. Enfield 2982
BRAND NEW U.S.A. OFFICER'S
B ranches „• 105 8, Christchurch Road, Bournemouth
SET TR I
SLEEPING BAG
^
and Castle Lane, Market Street, Torquay.
4 MDLS. 2/6
MADE IN
FREE
THE U.S.A. WITH
A GRAND BOOK FOR ALL THE
OUTER
These are a
FAMILY. The "Kaylee Year Book of
29
ger\. AmeriBright Ideas". A really helpful guide to
can issue,
home
planning, decoration. Hobbies, toys,
-"P
not to be
etc.
Showing famous Kaylee Transfers
in»iers in
HAMPTON
SET
confused
brilliant
colours, and most effective
COURT
ARC XXI
with spuriuses. From "Hobbies" stockists
ous imitations on the market. Real 100% wool
or direct.
II• Send stamped addressed envelope
inner zipped down the front, with an additional
KAYLEE TRANSFERS
Posuge 3d.
for Illustrated List of 100 Models
free waterproof outer, you can sleep in the open.
■TP., (HW) Long Eaton, Nottingham
Authentic, Architectural, Mechanical,
Comfortable, warm, rolls into easy carrying pack.
Railway,
Maritime, Aero, etc. etc.^^
29/11, post etc. I '9. LISTS. TENTS. TERMS.
MICROMODELS LTD.
£•
C
to
£20
weekly
earned
at
home
running
(TIEADQUARTER & 0ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.
3 (H) Raquet Court Fleet St., London, E.C.4
your own Mail Order business. Complete
Dept. HOBW/72, 196/200, Coldharbour Lane.
Course 5/6. — Courses, 28(HB) Dean Road,
Loughborough Junction, London, S.E.5.
London, N.W.2.
Open all Saturday I p.m. Wednesday.
>LYWOOD; large sizes, 14 lbs. 10/- delivered
SMOKING!! Quick Guaranteed remedy.
(Express) C.W.O. — H. Leader (1920),
KUKLOS ANNUAL. Indispensable cyclist's STOP
Free
Testing
Sample!!—Triumph
Remedies
Gosford
St., Middlesbrough.
handbook. Tours, resthouses, money-saving (H3), Exeter.
hints, 2/10, post free. — Burrow, Publishers,
PERFORATION
GAUGE free to all approval
2 Imperial House, Cheltenham.
enclosing 2^6. stamp.—Cliffe West
BUILD your own T/V and learn about its (J), applicants
61
Wynyard
Road.
Sheffield, 6.
operation, maintenance and servicing.
PLYWOOD — HARDBOARD — at amazing Qualified
engineer-tutor available whilst you are
low prices. Send S.A.E. for samples and prices learning and
building. Free Brochure from— FREE—100 stamps. Send stamp for postage.—
to — N. Gerver, 10 Mare Street, Hackney, E.M.I. Institutes,
G. F. Bryan, 226 Cateswell Road, BirmingDept. HW.58, London, W.4.
London, E.8.
ham, 11.
(Associated with H.M.V.)
CTJAINTSPRAYING' HANDBOOK (1954
FREE!! Twenty unused (2J.d).—
X Ed.). Covers Car, Industrial & Flock Spray- GENUINE Swiss Musical Movements. Owing STAMPS
G. H. Barnett, Limington, Somerset.
to large purchase now reduced to 14/6 each.
ing. 3/6, post free, including catalogue of our
Cellulose and Synthetic Paints and all Allied Genuine Thorens Movements 19/3 each. P. & P.
Sundries and Plant Hire.—Leonard Brooks Ltd., 9d. extra on all orders.—Richardson & Forder, ALL components, with instructions, for slide81 Oak Road, Harold Wood, Essex.
5 Chapel Place, White Hart Lane, London, N.17.
coil crystal set; tunes 200-550 metres; 4/post free.—Bailey's, 44 Stanley St., Oldham.
QAA STAMPS
free.
Genuine
offer.
S.A.E.
for
STAMPS FREE — Empire Packet including AXjKJ
approvals.—W. Self, 36 Fairfield, Boro RUBBER moulds of unique designs. Sample
Pictorials and Victorians with approvals.— Green, Kent.
Robert J. Peck, 7A Kemp Road, Bournemouth.
2/11. S.A.E. for lists.—Goodwin's (Dept.
O.G.), 26 Bird St., Bolton, Lanes.
SWISS MUSICAL Mechanism for cigarette
TELEPHONE PARTS
boxes, etc., 18/- post free. S.A.E. for illustra1 AA DIFFERENT stamps free! Request Jd,
tion and list of tunes available.—Dept. HW., Telephone Handset Mouldings—P.O. Type— i\jyj upwards discount approvals.—Bush.
Metwood Accessories, Church St., Wolverton,
53
Newlyn Way, Parkstonc, Dorset.
12/6 per set.
Bucks. (Trade supplied.)
Single Pin, 2-way plugs—4/6 each.
Set of Transmitter Parts—10/6.
DO YOUR OWN
EVERY CAR THAT PASSES—YOU
Set of Receiver Parts—10/6 each.
WILL FIND THE INDEX MARK
CHROMIUM PLATING
Tinsel Flexible Cords—tagged each end, 4ft. 6ins.
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED IN
long—8d.
each.
COMPLETE OUTFITS 10/- and 25/- EACH
WHERE'S THAT CAR FROM?
type Relays; Induction Coils; Choke
Guaranteed! this product has the British Good Various
Coils; Condensers, etc.—Price on application
Price 9d.
Housekeeping Certificate! Send P.O. now for comwith stamped addressed envelope.
plete outfit, or 4d. in loose stamps for details and
from all Booksellers or from the Publishers
(lid. postoge)
plated sample to—
'ONILY' COMPONENTS LTD..
RALEIGH PRESS. EXMOUTH
O. DUTCH & CO., 51 Monkham Lane
Llanerch-y-Mor, Holywell, Flintshire
WOODFORD GREEN. ESSEX
Your ballpen has an ink container which
can refill in two minutes. Eighteen
BALLPENS YOU
average ballpens can be refilled from one
KITS for OLD TIME SHIPS
2/11 tube of
20.
VI
Hobbies range of Ship Models includes Elizabeth Jonas, Cutty Sark,
FILLED
Victory, Mayflower, etc. Complete kits of wood, sail material, guns,
ALL PEN INK
pulleys, cord, etc., with full-size patterns of parts and planed wood
ready to cut out, shape and construct. A fascinating pastime.
FOR
Kits for models 7ins. long and upwards
B.
Ask for free illustrated lists at Hobbies Branches or from Hobbies
(In Five Colours)
Post free with full instructions for P.O.
Limited, Dept. 99, Dereham, Norfolk.
MODERN INKS LTD. (Dapt 41), 82, Centurion Road, Brighton, Sussex.
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Novelty for the youngsters
A
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SPECIAL beads (No. 81) are
provided for this attractive toy.
They can be obtained from
Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk, price
KHd. per doz.
Cut the base from (in. wood and fix
two axles underneath. They should
measure 6iins. by Jin. by Jin. The
wheels are screwed direct to these.
Cut the wheels from lin. diameter
round rod, using a tenon saw. Bore
holes in the centres to take the fixing
screws.
Each hoop of wire is 18ins. long and
the ends are pushed into holes in the
base.
The counting frame can be attractively
finished by painting in bright colours.
(M.p.)
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Easy to apply and quick to
dry, these inexpensive lacquers have many uses. They
will impart a rich and
lustrous finish to models,
picture frames, lamp standards, wicker chairs, work
baskets, those unsightly
water or gas pipes, etc. Fine
for dance shoes too!
Be sure to ask by name for
CROWN SILVER
LACQUER

.
<•
This

GUINEA GOLD
LACQUER

■

BOOK OF
MODELS

Obtainable only from
WOOLWORTHS

lA/hy Sihould

MODELS of every kind from one plastic ready-touse material — PYRUMA! This book with new
methods—new ideas—shows you howtoacquire simple
skill in making many types of permanent models listed
below. And pages in full colour show how your models
of animals, buildings, figures, etc., can be painted in
natural tints.

-S
boys, bwe
oil the
■fun?
Girls, too, can spend many happy hours building real-life
models with LOTT'S BRICKS. They'll love helping their
brothers make houses, shops, farms and even whole villages!
LOTT'S BRICKS are a perfect companion to a model railway, too. There are sets to suit all ages from 6/11 to 57/6
per box. Don't forget, it's LOTT'S this Christmas, for boys
and girls.

Pyruma is supplied, plastic and ready for immediate
use, in air-tight tins, obtainable from your local Ironmonger, Hobbies shop or Art material dealer, from
l/6d. upwards. Finished Pyruma Models can be baked
or air dried to stone hardness ready for colouring
after simple treatment. Send 6d. in stamps with the
coupon below for the book which shows how to make
MODEL RAILWAYS, STATIONS, SIGNAL CABINS, FARM
COTTAGES, SHIPS, FIGURES, ANIMALS, ASH-TRAYS, BOOKENDS, MODEL FURNITURE, PLAQUES, RELIEF MAPS, ETC.
COUPON-

cotrs

Stocked by all
1 branches
of
CHE^'^ificbenC
HOBBIES
LTD. and Toy
Shops everywhere. Ask for
illustrated list.
prices

To: Bllggllilllgllli
Ertd. /857
Dept. HW, ILFORD, ESSEX
Enclosed 6d. in stamps for PYRUMA MODELLINGJNSTRUCTION ROOK
addressed to:
NAME (Block letters)
ADDRESS

Printed by Balding & Mansell, Ltd., London and Wisbech, and Published for the Proprietors, Hobbies Ltd., by Horace Marshall & Son, Ltd.,
Temple House, Tallis Street, E.C.4. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: Gordon & Gotch (A'sia) Ltd. For South Africa: Central News
Agency Ltd. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

